
[SOP] Hugh’s blog posts (HC.com) 

The objective is to keep a valuable flow of content going to major S/M sites, but for Hugh to 
respond to people individually and for both Hugh and Sarah to add their own content.

Content to be uploaded to dropbox:
·      Title
·      Word doc.
·      Picture with link to source
 
Optional:
·      Links to video to be inserted in post
·      Additional image(s) to be inserted in middle of post
 
Bonus offer (at bottom of post)

Instructions:
1.     Create new post
2.     Insert title
**when pasting into wordpress, click the “paste as text button, this will ensure no formatting 
comes from the word doc. 
3.     Add new post: add H4 headers
4.     Paste hyperlink for links highlighted (to open on new page) [IF YOU SEE SQUARE 
BRACKET THAT MEANS YOU NEED TO DO SOMETHING] ie: add hyperlink, pull quote, 
amazon associate, another outside person or site, cross link to another of Hugh’s)
Control F - search for pullquote and pull quote. 
When you see [pullquote], highlight the text, click the quotation icon (block quote) then go to 
format and select pullquote right. 
5.     Choose categories: Blog + another (or two). If it is for speakers, authors, consultants it will 
be Experts. Can be more than one (ie: productivity and Habits) 
6.     Select appropriate tags from list. Add additional tags for people mentioned in post 
7.     OPTIONAL: Add frame around picture and insert the artist reference in frame at bottom of 
pic (e.g. “Chris Guilleabeau | Flickr”) and upload (see example below). You will know if you need 
to do this by the file name of the picture.
8.     Upload picture.
9.     Insert picture in top right corner of post.
10. Choose pic as Featured Image
11. Complete SEO plugin: Meta title, Meta keywords, Meta description 

12. Schedule post to publish on Saturday at 7am

***Once schedule, go back to WP dashboard, posts, then “quick edit” on the newest post. 
Change the author to Hugh. 

13. Schedule email (see SOP on how to post the email in InfusionSoft)
14. Social Media (see SOP on email posting for Social Media posting instructions)
1.     Create original update and post 1 FB update with original text and link and screen shot of 
post
2.     Create original update and post 1 Linkedin update with link and screen shot of post
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3.     Create 4 original tweets and post 4 tweets with link in Buffer.app with screen shot of post
4.     Pin screen shot with watermark on Pinterest
 
 
Feb 11th - adding new thing: copy and paste article into LinkedIN Pulse
 

 
Log in’s
Word press
Facebook
LinkedIn
Twitter
Buffer.app
Pinterest
 
OPC (Other People’s Content)
Links from Hugh and Sarah
 
Pinterest
Google+
Forums
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